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Abstract—Memristors are an attractive option for use in
future architectures due to their non-volatility, high density
and low power operation. Gas sensing is one of the proposed
application of memristive devices. In spite of these advantages,
memristors are susceptible to defect densities due to the non-
deterministic nature of nano-scale fabrication. In this paper, a
novel spice memristor model incorporating fault models that
emulates the gas sensing behaviour with/without faults is de-
veloped for simulation and integration with design automation
tools. Our simulation results show that the proposed non-linear
model detects the presence of the oxidising/reducing gas and
analyses the defects/faults affecting the functionality of the
sensor.

Index Terms—Memristor, Gas Sensor, Spice, Defects

I. INTRODUCTION

TiO2 metal oxide semiconductor was used by HP Labs to
fabricate the first physical memristive device [1]. Generally,
when semiconducting metal oxide are used as gas sensor,
the main cause of change of the sensor’s resistance is due
to the loss (gain) of the free charge carriers (electrons or
holes) from (to) the semiconductor to (from) its surface
[2]. The intial and final resistances of the device after
gas exposure are measured and the gas properties of such
gas are determined from the measured values. Gas sensing
can be prone to measurement and reliability issues due to
defect/faults in the device itself. The goal of this paper
is to introduce a fault model for memristive sensors and
to simulate them with an ad-hoc developed SPICE model.
The likely defects are those based on existing literature,
nonetheless the model is flexible so that it could be modified
to include fault observed from manufactured devices.

II. PROPOSED MEMRISTOR GAS SENSOR MODEL

In this paper, a non-linear gas sensor model is first
proposed based on generally accepted assumption, Ron is
directly exposed to the target gas and becomes ROnEff upon
exposure [3]. The relationship between Ron and ROnEff is as
follows.

ROnEff

Ron
= 1+ACβ [Reducing gas] (1)

ROnEff

Ron
=

1
1+ACβ

[Oxidising gas] (2)

where, A and β are fitting parameters, C is the concen-
tration of the gas. The model uses (3) and (4) to compute
initial memristance RI

M and final memristance RF
M of the

device after exposure to Cppm of gas [3]–[5].

RI
M = Ron · eλI·(x−xon)/(xoff−xon) (3)

RF
M = ROnEff · eλF·(x−xon)/(xoff−xon) (4)

where, λI = ln(Roff
Ron

), λF = ln( Roff
ROnEff

), xon ≤ x ≤ xoff.
The Spice model shown in Fig. 1 will facilitate easy in-
tegration and simulation of memristor-based sensors with
design automation tools. The model was built on the basic
memristor model presented in [4] and further expanded
in [5]. The model can be explained as follows: Line 3
allows the faults to be injected. The effective resistance after
exposure to gas is calculated by line 4. Line 5 represents
the state variable derivative. The window function [4] to
ensure state variable x remains within the 0 and D boundary
is restricted by line 6. Line 8-12 offers non-linear V to I
conversion. Circuit to determine state variable is computed
from line 13-15. Finally line 16-17 exhibit current source
representing memristor.

A. Defects Classification

Defects in memristors based gas sensor are the physical
structures that deviate from the intended layout design and
caused by imperfection in the fabrication process [6].

1) Open Defect (OD): ‘Open’ within the cell, under-
doped/insufficient dopant [6] cause the memristor re-
sistance to be extremely high, independent of any gas
applied across the device.

2) Short Defect (SD): This defect decreases the resistivity
of the memristor owing to a fully doped cell or a ‘short’
within the cell, independent of any gas applied across
it.

3) Surface Contamination Defect (SCD): This defect
arises due to impurities that settle on TiO2−X oxide
surface and can affect the physical and sometimes
chemical properties of the oxide [7]. A gas sensor with
SCD provides inaccurate/reduced value after exposure
to gas.
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1: .subckt MEM_nonlin_sens_fm C p n xsv PARAMS: Ron=1K Roff=100K
+x0=(0.5*(x_off-x_on))+var dt=uDt v_on=-0.2 v_off=0.02 D=3e-9 A=0.00042
+beta=1 SD=0 OD=0 scd=1 inject_fault=0 delay=0 dlf=0.01n gas=0 var=0

2: .param K_on=-10 K_off=5e-4 Alpha_on=3 Alpha_off=1 x_on=0 x_off=D
+x_c=5007e-11 a_on=2e-9 a_off=1.2e-9 MaxRes 1e100

*Computes Ron_eff based on gas concentration ‘C’.
*gas=0 => Reducing gas, else Oxidising gas.
*inject_fault>0 =>fault injected
*OD>0 => Open Defect Fault
*SD>0 => Short Defect Fault
*scd => Surface Contamination Defect
*delay>0 => Delay Fault (depend on dlf)
3: .func Reff1(t,tf)=if(gas==0,if(inject_fault>0,(if(OD>0,Roff,

+if(SD>0,Ron,Ron*tf))),(Ron*t)),if(inject_fault>0,(if (OD>0,Roff,
+if(SD>0,Ron,Ron/tf))),(Ron/t)))

4: .func Reff(Vc)=Reff1((1+A*pow(Vc,beta)),(1+A*pow((Vc*scd),beta)))
5: .func dxdt(Vpn)=if(Vpn>=v_off,K_off*pow((Vpn/v_off-1),Alpha_off),

+if(Vpn<=v_on,K_on*pow((Vpn/v_on-1),Alpha_on),0))

*VTEAM window function
6: .func xWf(x,Vpn,tdxdt)=if(Vpn>v_on & Vpn<v_off,x, if(Vpn>=0,

+tdxdt*exp(-exp((x-a_off)/x_c)),tdxdt*exp(-exp((a_on-x)/x_c))))
7: .func xFilter(x)=if(x>x_off,x_off,if(x<x_on,x_on,x))

*Non linear V to I conversion
8: .func Rfmem(Rone,x)=Rone*exp(ln(Roff/Rone)*(x-x_on)/(x_off-x_on))
9: .func Rfmemsd(Rone,x)=Rone*exp(ln(Ron/Rone)*(x-x_on)/(x_off-x_on))
10: .func VtoI1(Vpn,Rf,Rfsd)=if(inject_fault>0, if(delay>0,if(SD==0,

+Vpn/delay(Rf,dlf),Vpn/delay(Rfsd,dlf)),if(SD==0,Vpn/Rf,Vpn/Rfsd)),Vpn/Rf)
11: .func VtoI(Vpn,x,Rone)=VtoI1(Vpn,(Rfmem(Rone,x)),(Rfmemsd(Rone,x)))
12: Ey xsv 0 value=xFilter(V(txsv,0))

*Circuit to determine state variable
13: Gx 0 txsv value=xWf(V(txsv,0),V(p,n),dxdt(V(p,n)))
14: Cx txsv 0 dt
15: .ic V(txsv)=x0

*Current source representing memristor
16: Gmem p n value=VtoI(V(p,n),V(xsv,0),Reff(V(C,0)))
17: Rmem p n MaxRes
18: .ends MEM_nonlin_sens_fm

Fig. 1: Proposed Memristor Gas Sensor Model with Incor-
porated Fault Models (Section II-B).

4) Delay Fault (DLF): This fault causes error/delay in the
functioning of a gas sensor based on its timing due to
fabrication process effects [8].

B. Spice Modelling with Incorporated Fault Models

To capture the behaviour of the memristor, a model
inspired by [4] and [5] is constructed in this paper. The
proposed spice model is integrated with different types of
defects/faults to determine its effects on the functionality
of the sensor. The hysteresis curve of the proposed spice
model is shown in Fig. 2a where a sine voltage of ±0.21V
is applied.
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Fig. 2: (a) I-V Characteristic; (b) Effect of SCD on the
memristance vs gas concentration (RI

M=10K, VR=20mV, Gas
Type=Reducing).

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

For the simulation results, the memristors were coded in
spice based on the model in [5] and the systems were de-
signed and simulated in LTSpice. Fig. 1 shows the proposed

memristor gas sensor model with incorporated fault models.
The model is flexible and satisfies the primary equations
of a memristive system, the convergence conditions and
computational efficiency required by simulation engines.
Table I shows the summary of the defects/faults likely to
occur in Memristor based gas sensor based on literature,
however the model is flexible so that it can be modified to
include observed faults from manufactured device.

TABLE I: Summary of Defects in Memristor based Gas
Sensor

Defect/Fault Source ObservationTypes Doping Others
Ideal Normal - Defect free memristor

Open

Insufficient/ - Always at high
Undoped

‘open’ within
memristance irresp.

- the cell
of the gas
applied across it

Short

Fully - Always at low
doped

‘short’ within
memristance irresp.

- the cell
of the gas
applied across it

Surface
-

Impurities on Incorrect/Reduced

Cont. the oxide change in memristance

(Fig. 2b) surface after exposure
to Cppm of gas

Delay -
Fabrication Errors/delay in the

process functioning of a

effects gas sensor based
on its timing

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed and proposed a memris-
tor based gas sensor spice model with integrated fault
models capable of demonstrating the consequence of the
defects/faults on the gas sensor. The model is simple, flexible
and could be modified to include observed faults from
manufacturing devices. The model incorporates functional
programming style for efficiency and correctness. The pro-
posed model can easily fit to any practical memristive device
and has been implemented in LTSpice simulation.
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